Since the outset of IC Semiconductor market there has been a gap between its design and manufacturing communities. This gap continued to grow as the device geometries started to shrink. The gap lowered the manufacturing yields, leading to higher costs of ICs and delays in overall time to market. It also impacted performance of the ICs and overall functionality of the systems they empowered. However, in the recent years there have been major efforts to bridge the gap between design and manufacturing using “SMART” collaboration techniques between design and manufacturing communities.

The root cause of this gap is inherited by the difference in the knowledge and skills required by the design and manufacturing communities. The IC design community is more microelectronics, electrical engineering and software driven whereas the IC manufacturing community is more driven by material science, mechanical engineering, physics and robotics. The cross training between the two is almost nonexistent and not even mandated. This gap is deemed to widen with demand for more complex designs and miniaturization of electronic products.

To bridge this gap, it is critical to have close loop “SMART” solutions between design and manufacturing. This could be achieved by “SMART” automation by using Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning and Big Data algorithms. Lack of automation and predictive capabilities have worsened the situation on the yield and total turnaround times. With the growing fabless and foundry business models, bridging the gap has become even more critical. “SMART” Manufacturing philosophy must be adapted to make this bridge possible. We need to understand the Fabâ€”Fabless collaboration requirements and the mechanism to link design to the manufacturing floor to achieve higher yields. Additionally, design community must be educated with manufacturing processes and tool knowledge to achieve “SMART” Design for improved Manufacturing.”
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